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Morningstar’s Fund Manager of the Year (FMOY) is one of the most coveted awards in the mutual
fund industry. Indeed, fund companies devote enormous resources to promoting award recipients. But
should advisors invest their clients’ funds with those winners?

A new study, Superstar Fund Managers: Talent Revelation or Just Glamor?, provides the answer. It
was written by Australian- and New Zealand-based professors, Jerry T. Parwada of the University of
New South Wales and Eric Tan of the University of Otago.

It has been well-known that awards, such as upgrades to a fund’s Morningstar “star” ratings, drive
asset flows to funds. In fact, inclusion in the Wall Street Journal’s “category kings” has been shown to
boost assets by as much as 31%. But the perennial question is whether such awards are predictive of
future risk-adjusted outperformance.

Morningstar selects its FMOY winners based on an expectation of future alpha. Here is how
Morningstar presented its 2016 winners:

To be nominated for Fund Manager of the Year, the manager’s mutual fund must be among the
1,200 that receive Morningstar Analyst Ratings and earn a rating of Gold, Silver, or Bronze. The
medal rating indicates that our analysts believe a fund will outperform its category peers and/or
benchmark on a risk-adjusted basis over the long haul. Looking at their individual coverage lists,
analysts nominate Morningstar Medalist funds that have strong recent and long-term risk-adjusted
returns, excellent stewardship practices, and broad shareholder bases. Our asset-class teams
whittle down the list to a group of finalists. Then the entire analyst team meets to debate the merits
of the finalists in each category, and, following those discussions, analysts vote to determine the
winners.

Morningstar has issued its FMOY awards since 1987, but the study focused on the results from 1995
to 2012 and used only the domestic-stock category. The authors analyzed each year’s winner relative
to the other medal finalists announced by Morningstar. This allowed them to isolate the effect of
winning the award.

I’ll review what the study found with regard to whether FMOY awards drive asset flows, predict future
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outperformance and lead to greater risk taking by fund managers.

How awards benefit fund companies

FMOY winners garnered 21.2% more assets over the 12-month period following the award
announcements. The average fund had $193 million in assets at the time of the award, so this
translates to $41 million in additional assets over the next month, according to the authors.

The study did not provide the average expense ratio of the FMOY winners, but if one were to assume
that it is 1%, then those flows represent $410,000 in additional annual revenue. If one were to further
assume that the number continues in perpetuity and uses a 5% discount rate, then the present value
of the FMOY award (relative to other finalists) is approximately $8 million (and correspondingly higher
for larger funds). But the authors also found there is “some evidence” of a positive spillover effect that
results in additional flows to other funds in the fund family; this is not included in this estimate.

Do awards benefit advisors and their clients?

FMOY winners generated 1.61% of outperformance for the three-month period following award
announcements, using a four-factor model. But that outperformance disappeared when measured
during the subsequent six-, nine- and 12-month periods. The authors also studied the subsequent 24-
and 36-month periods and found no evidence of outperformance.

As the authors stated, “As the size of the fund increases and because the manager’s investment ideas
are finite, the new money flows are not able to be put to productive use, which subsequently leads to
zero net alpha in equilibrium.”

The authors also stated, “… managers have no ability to generate additional investment ideas when
existing opportunities are fully exploited.”

Fund managers cannot “cope with the influx of new money” resulting from the FMOY award, according
to the authors.

There have not been any repeats among the FMOY overall award winners. If the award is predictive of
future outperformance, then it must be indicative of the presence of skill versus luck. Luck is fleeting,
but skill is persistent, so there should be repeat winners.

In an email correspondence, I asked the authors about this. Parwada replied that it was an intriguing
question, but that the sample size was too small to be studied econometrically.

One problem for investors would be if winning the FMOY award fed overconfidence among managers
and drove increased risk taking. Fortunately, the authors found this was not the case. Risk, as
measured by standard deviation of returns, was not significantly higher during the year following the
award as compared to the prior year. In addition, the winners did not increase trading turnover
following the award announcement.
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The implications for advisors

The FMOY award has a significant benefit to fund companies, which I conservatively estimated to be
$8 million. But there is no corresponding benefit to investors.

To be fair, however, the award does not harm investors either.

In my correspondence with Parwada, he wrote, “Our recommendation, supported by theory, is that the
FMOY award correctly identifies superior performers. However, investors should be aware that, similar
to any positive NPV project, the information advantage of award winners is arbitraged away in due
course.”

He added that he hoped in the future to study whether investing with FMOY winners later in their
careers would be profitable.

Appendix

Here is a table of the award winners (taken from the paper):
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